
I would like to thank my stewards for their quiet efficiency, the exhibitors for their representative entry and the sporting 

way my decisions were accepted. Judging the breed at this level is not only an honour, it is a responsibility and I always 

undertake the task with this uppermost in mind. My general impressions of the breed are that there is still room for 

improvement, particularly in strength of rear assembly,  top lines and body strength. On the whole skulls were good, as 

were mouths and dentition, with only one suspect mouth found. Eye colour ranged from mostly correct to some 

undesirable hazel brown and some wall-eyes were unattractively pale to washed-out. Pigmentation was much more 

evident than when I have previously judged and is only an added bonus when the eye colour is correct. Coats were also 

variable. Most had the desired combination of good colour texture and profusion but many had proprietary products 

added which dulled the jacket making it appear lifeless, tacky and unpleasant to handle. Forequarters ranged from the 

sublime to almost ridiculous with far too many upright shoulders and resultant lack of extension on the move. With all 

of this said, I was pleased with my principal winners all of whom exhibited the required breed essentials.  

 

VD (6) 1 Allens Int/UK Ch Allmark Ralph Lauren. Mature male with much to commend him. Good head properties, 

adequate neck and enough bone for size.   Good deep body and satisfying rise to loin. Correct jacket and excellent  

presentation and handling as always from this exhibitor. Free active mover. 2 Pearsons Alleeoons Tommy Twitchett at 

Alisheen JW. Well proportioned and pleasing type with lovely head and expression. Deep body and well off for bone. 

Coat good in colour and texture but lacked profusion. Steady mover. Well presented.  

 

Sp PD (11) 1 Harris’ Beauvallon Philanderer. Super young male with excellent balance and substance. Lovely head 

properties, good forehand and short deep body with desired rise to loin. Strong rear assembly and small hocks which he 

used to advantage when moving. Coat promising in all departments. Well presented and handled. Best Puppy. 2 Morris’ 

Dalewood Hocus Pocus. Another top flight youngster with much to like. Similar comments to winner. Correct body 

shape and well off for bone and substance. Good skull proportions and neat front. Coat advanced for age and presented 

in good order. Just a fraction less positive in hind action.  3 Bushell’s Beauvallon Philosopher. Completed a trio of very 

promising males and litter brother to the winner. Correct type with lovely head and forehand. Good rise to loin and well 

angulated rear assembly. Coat not as far advanced as the winners but promises well. Well presented and handled.  

 

Sp JD (6) A difficult class to judge as there were not two alike for type.   1 Wilson’s Arthrug Blue Moon. Won with some 

to spare. Nice head and eye.  Enough neck and shoulder layback. Needs time for body to develop and  deepen. Good 

coat colour presented in good clean order. Typical mover. 2   Huggan’s Little Man of Strathmore. Honest type with 

pleasing head and outline. Enough bone for size but needs time for maturity in body. Well made rear which needs to 

firm up to improve action. Coat good in colour and texture. 3 Richardsons Chase the Vision. Good outline and nice head  

and eye colour. Longer caste than the two above. Needs to steady on the move.  

 

Sp YD (11) 1 Grover’s Paintaway Big Brother. Outstanding top quality male with classic bobtail outline and balance. 

Excellent head proportions, correct eye colour with good pigmentation. Gracefully arched neck and the required 

shoulder layback. Strong deep body and lovely rise to the loin.  Strong well angulated rear and neat hocks. Strong free 

driving action which comes from the correct rear assembly. Super jacket of lovely even colour, texture and profusion. 

Top class presentation and handling. I seriously considered him for a top honour and his day is not far off. Won  

this class with some to spare. 2 Bell’s Aljoh Northern Venture at Soulbobs. Good strong male with nice head and eye and 

correct bite.   Adequate shoulder layback and neck. Strong body and enough rise to the loin. Excellent coat in colour 

texture and profusion. Needs to settle on the move but what I could ascertain was typical and free. Well presented.  

3 Haine’s Eynhallow Upon The Horizon for Lekenham. Another typical young boy with much to like. Particularly good in 

body strength and hind quarters. Another excellent coated youngster who was well presented and handled. 

 

PGD (15) Brought forth my dog CC and Best of Breed 1 Tomes’ Barkshire Born In The USA with Brinkley. Caught my eye 

on entering the ring and did not disappoint on handling. Out of the top drawer for type, soundness, quality  and 

movement. Model headpiece, with kind expression, set atop a graceful  arching neck which flowed into correctly laid 

back shoulders. Timbers in proportion to body size. Short deep body with correct rise to loin culminating in the best of 

well muscled and angulated hindquarters and the smallest of hocks. His action is a joy to watch with extension, drive 

and effortless grace. Profuse jacket, clear in colour and A1 presentation and handling. Could not be denied the top 

award and was delighted the group judge felt the same by awarding him the Pastoral group. 2 Morris-Turner’s  

Gillijen Masterpiece at Chebba. Another top quality male unlucky to meet  the winner.  Excellent overall make and 

shape. Very good head with lovely neck and forehand. Compact deep strong body with good rise to loin. Nicely   

angulated rear and well muscled which was evident on the move. Correct bobtail jacket of even colour. Excellent 

presentation and handling. 3  Porter’s Mellowdee Making Whoopi. Pleasing outline with lovely head and  expression. 

Good neck and shoulders and short deep body. Nice rise over the loin and well made rear. Well boned and sound. His 

coat was correct to  the standard and presented in the very best of order. Movement was free  and strong. 



LD (9) 1 Esposito’s Dalewood Down Under. A stunning male with classic bobtail outline. Lovely headpiece with correct 

skull and jaw proportions and lovely expression. Neck flows into correct shoulder placement. Short strong body held the 

ideal height from the ground on well boned limbs.   Correct rise over loin and strong rear assembly. Correct mature 

jacket presented in his best bib and tucker. Super balance and strong free mover.  Have awarded him CC in the past and 

still consider him to be worthy of the title. His day cannot be far off on this form. Res C. 2 Wakefield’s Shaggylands 

Blazing Storm. Another I have previously admired. Good headpeice with dark eye and correct bite. Well off for bone and 

substance. Required rise to loin and particularly strong in hindquarters. Strong free mover. His coat has matured well 

and is of good hard texture and even colour. Very well handled and presented. 3 Biggar’s Brinkley Teddy Boy.  

Mature and typical with correct outline. Good head and eye with correct bite. Good reach of neck and correct forehand. 

Compact deep body and well  off for bone. Nicely angulated rear and strong free mover. Correct bobtail  jacket of had 

texture. Free action. 

 

OD (16) 1 Barnes Macopa Dark N Stormy. Mature strong compact and typical.  Lovely head and expression. Well set 

shoulders and plenty of bone and substance. Good rise to the loin and excellent strength in rear. Correct low set hocks 

and well angulated rear assembly. Top this with a mature clear jacket and you have a very pleasing picture. Steady on 

the move with reach and drive. 2 Bailey’s Ch Zottel’s You Don’t Fool Me. Upstanding male of commanding ring 

presence. Mature with typical bobtail outline. Well proportioned skull and kind eye. Good reach of neck and enough 

shoulder layback. Typical rear assembly with good musculature. Lovely jacket which is even in colour and a good hard 

texture but could thicken to advantage.  Lacked enthusiasm and drive on the move which detracted from his breed  

attributes. 3 Meijer & Delarue/Van Beirend Int/Sp/Bel All In One Da Quinta D’Abroeira. Upstanding mature male with 

typical outline. Good head and forehand. Well boned and pleasing overall quality. Coat profuse and hard and faultless 

presentation. Free action. 

 

Gd Citizen D Scheme D (5) 1 Hudson’s Half n Half On The Bounty. Unplaced in Post Grad. Pleasing appearance with good 

head and body proportions. Needs time to mature in body and coat development. 2 Pearson’s Alleeoons Tommy  

Twitchit at Alisheen. 3 Winson’s Meisan Sunshine Super Bear. Unplaced in Limit Dog. Honest type with most things in 

the right proportions. Good head and body with enough rise to the loin.  

 

VB (4) 1 Anderson’s Arlils Magic Moments at Bobsacres. At almost 9 years old this sound lady is a credit to her owners 

for her incredible condition. Really good type with excellent head neck and shoulder layback.  Short body with strong 

quarters and a correct well managed jacket of the correct colour and texture. Steady mover. 2 Powell’s Pouchymo 

Buttons and Bows. A smaller finer type of bitch with many good breed points.   Particularly good in head and neck. 

Enough bone for size. Good coat for her age and obviously enjoying her day out. Moved well. 

 

Sp PB (9) 1 Goddard’s Oakfarm Odakota. Top flight bitch puppy of exquisite type. So well balanced with classic bobtail 

outline. Headpiece to the standard and lovely neck and forehand. Short deep body and strong quarters for one so 

young. Coat well advanced and promises well for maturity. A1 presentation and handling as always from this exhibitor. 

Strong free driving action. 2 Esposito’s Dalewood Pip Squeak. Top quality young bitch of excellent type. Beautifully 

proportioned and pleasing outline. Very  good head and neck and well laid shoulders. Compact deep body with  

required rise. Strong in rear with resultant drive on the move. Her coat is clearing nicely and promises to be of good 

quality. Close up to 1st.  Unobtrusive and competent handling. 3 Hall’s Kerjalee Silver Bows at Shenedene. Excellent 

make shape and type of bobtail. Extra good in body and rear strength. Lovely mature jacket for her tender age. Good 

rise over loin and strong free mover. Completed a trio of very promising bitches.  

 

Sp JB (13) 1 Hartley’s Arlils Pandora at Allhart. Quality yearling bitch with classic bobtail proportions. Super head and 

neck with good shoulder placement and deep body. Required rise to the loin and well angulated rear. Neat hocks which 

fair drove her along when asked to move. Enough bone for size. Her coat was well presented and was a good even 

colour.  Could thicken to advantage. Should have a bright future. 2 Mills Make My  Moment at Kerjalee. Another quality 

bitch. Excellent balance and lovely outline. Good headpiece and eye colour. Correct neck and shoulder placement. Short 

deep body and enough rise to loin well made rear and low hocks. A little erratic on the move initially but settled down 

to show her paces enough to evaluate. Typical adolescent bobtail jacket with good texture and profusion. Beautifully 

presented. 3 Sharp’s Brackenholme  Willow the Wisp. Larger type with time needed to mature in body.   Nevertheless a 

good type of bitch with many good breed points. Excels in forequarters and rise to loin. Strong free mover.  

 

Sp YB (11) 1 Lucas’ Catch A Falling Star at Lusadon. Honest type with good outline and body strength. Has matured to 

advantage since I last handler her. Good head neck and shoulders. Nice rise to loin and good rear assembly. Coat is good 

in colour and profusion and was well presented. A  strong free mover. 2 Betts’ Starjanda Kiara With Love. This ebullient  



young lady eventually settled down enough to show off her full potential in this class. She is well balanced and of good 

proportions giving the desired bobtail outline. Lovely head and expression. Good in front and rear. Nice rise to loin and 

compact body. Coat is correct but she needs to  coat up to finish the picture. Enthusiastic free mover. 3 Oakes’s Oldoak  

Maggie May. Slightly larger type but nothing lost in quality. Good head attributes and correct forehand. Enough rise and 

body strength. Coat good in all respects and well presented. Moving a little close today.  

 

PGB (13) 1 Rutland’s Brinkley Magical Pearl of Mellowdee. Liked this one as a baby and saw no reason here to change 

my opinion of her. Cobby and strong with good rising topline and lovely balance. Good head with feminine expression. 

Good neck and shoulders and well off for bone. Coat is a good clear colour and of hard texture. More length is required 

to complete the picture. Nice action with good reach and drive. 2 Sculthorpe’s Greyfell Rhythm of the Dance. Super 

quality bitch with good balance and body strength. Pleasing head with kind expression. Lovely neck  and shoulder 

placement. Compact deep body and rise to the loin. Well made rear and low neat hocks. Coat even in colour and of 

good texture. Free action with the desired drive. 3 Zaza’s Bovaron Spring Magic for Stourvale. Really good type of 

bobtail with good outline. Lovely head and forehand. Good bone and substance. Pleasing rise to loin and good rear.  

Coat good in all aspects. Strong free mover.  

 

LB (14) 1 Terry’s Shaggylands Sex On Legs. There is visually nothing overdone on this quality bobtail so it is only on 

handling that you are able to appreciate her many good qualities. She sports an excellent head, lovely neck and 

shoulders and is well boned with good body strength and substance. Her rear assembly is correct with good angulation 

and low set hocks. Her jacket is a mature steel blue and is hard and profuse. Moving is free strong and typical. One for 

the not too distant future. 2 Crane-Duplock’s Beauvallon Bubbelicious at Mirene. Close up to the winner in all respects. 

Similar comments apply. Could change places at any time.  I note with interest that that was the case the last time I 

handled these two bobtails! 3 Sharp’s Brackenholme White Dove. Larger type of bitch who will need time to develop the 

coat the finish what is a very pleasing picture. Typical bobtail outline with good balance and strength. Lovely head, good 

reach of neck and correct should layback. Correct rise, short body and good rear. Free mover. 

 

OB (23) Little’s Ch Bovaron My Fair at Bobbington. I awarded this bitch her first CC out of the Post Graduate class last 

time I judged her. She  was an outstanding yearling at that time and she has fulfiled that promise to mature into an 

outstanding adult. She has a skull that is correct in all departments, lovely neck and shoulders. Short deep body with 

desired pear shape viewed from above. Pleasing rise over loin and well constructed  and muscled rear assembly. Low set 

hocks which she uses to advantage to drive her effortlessly along. Superb jacket presented in A1 condition. Delighted to 

award her the Bitch CC. 2 Tomes Ch Brinkley Rosey Blue. A mature cobby bitch with classic bobtail outline and breed 

attributes. Has a beautiful head, graceful neck and correct shoulders. Well off for bone and substance. Nice rise to loin 

and well angulated rear assembly. Her jacket is clear in colour, of good hard texture and presented in excellent  order as 

always from this breeder. Moving with drive and extension. Res CC. 3 VanBierendonk-Lembrechts Pol/Ch Artistic of 

Snowboot Bears. Very similar in type to the two above her. Mature and typical with good head, body bone and 

substance. Very good coat in all departments. A little reluctant to show herself off to full advantage but I saw enough to  

evaluate her action which was typical and free.  

 

Gd Citizen D Scheme B (2) 1 Barton and Reed’s Ch Charmlea Dragons Delight at Amblehay at five years old is mature and 

in her prime. Honest type with good head properties, enough neck and nice depth to brisket. Enough bone for size and a 

jacket which is just beginning to show her age. Steady mover. 

 

Lynnette Small 


